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Abstract. A theorem due to Gonzalo Contreras essentially says that given
a expanding map T : X Ñ X and a generic Lispchitz (or Hölder) function
f : X Ñ R, there is a unique T -invariant probability measures that maximizes
the average of f , and this measure is supported on a periodic orbit. In these
lecture notes, we present a proof of Contreras’ theorem following the recent
preprint of Wen Huang, Zeng Lian, Xiao Ma, Leiye Xu, and Yiwei Zhang.

1. Introduction

Let pX, dq be a compact metric space. Given a continuous self-map T : X Ñ X,
let MT denote the (nonempty) set of T -invariant measures. The ergodic maximum
of a continuous function f : X Ñ R is defined as:

βpfq :“ sup
µPMT

ż

f dµ . (1)

Any µ P MT that attains the supremum is called a maximizing measure for f
w.r.t. T . The existence of a maximizing measure follows from compactness of MT

with respect to the weak-* topology. The description of maximizing measures (for
reasonable classes of dynamics T and functions f) is the main general problem of
a field called ergodic optimization. For motivation and much more information, see
[Je1, BLL, Ga, Bo, Je2].

Let us assume henceforth that T : X Ñ X is a expanding map (see Section 2
for the precise hypotheses). In particular, there is a dense subset of MT formed by
probability measures supported on periodic orbits: see e.g. [VO, Theorem 11.3.4].

Fix θ ą 0. Let CθpXq be the set of θ-Hölder functions.1 We use the following
norm:

}f}θ :“ sup
xPX

|fpxq| ` sup
x‰yPX

|fpxq ´ fpyq|

rdpx, yqsθ
, (2)

which makes CθpXq a Banach space.2

Let L be the set of f P CθpXq with the following properties:
(a) f has a unique maximizing measure µ;
(b) µ is supported on a periodic orbit;
(c) for every g P CθpXq sufficiently close to f , the measure µ is the unique

maximizing measure of g.

Date: May 30, 2019.
1We do not assume θ ď 1. If X is a Cantor set then it may be useful to work with θ ą 1.
2This space is nonseparable, unless X is countable, since the subset trdpx, ¨qsθ ; x P Xu is

discrete.
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If f P L then we say that f has the locking property. (Actually, condition Item b
follows from the other two, as shown by Yuan and Hunt [YH] and also as a conse-
quence of Theorem 1.1.)

The following is a main result of ergodic optimization:
Theorem 1.1 (Contreras [Co]). The set L is (open and) dense in CθpXq.

In particular, maximizing measures of generic Hölder functions are supported
on periodic orbits. This provides a positive answer to the topological version of
a conjecture of Hunt and Ott [HO]. In its original probabilistic formulation, the
conjecture is still open. (See [BZ2] for a partial result). We refer the reader to [Je2,
§ 7] for more information on the history of the problem.

The aim of this note is to present a proof of Theorem 1.1. This proof is due
to Huang, Lian, Ma, Xu, and Zhang [H`]. These authors actually prove a more
general result. Therefore the proof presented here is slightly simplified.

Before entering into details, let us mention that a major ingredient of Contreras’
proof was an intermediate result of Morris [Mo1] stating that maximizing measures
of generic Hölder functions have zero entropy. Morris’ theorem, on the other hand,
was based on a closing lemma due to Bressaud and Quas [BQ]. The proof of Huang
et al. is more direct, using Bressaud–Quas but not Morris.

In Sections 2 and 3 we present preliminary results which are then used in Sec-
tion 4 to prove Theorem 1.1.

2. Closing Lemmas

Our hypotheses on the dynamics T : X Ñ X are:
(a) T is Lipschitz;
(b) T is distance-expanding: this means that there exist constants r ą 0 and

λ ą 1 such that:
x, y P X, dpx, yq ď 2r ñ dpTx, Tyq ě λdpx, yq ; (3)

(c) T is an open map.
The following result (related to the Shadowing Lemma in hyperbolic dynamics)

says that a piece of orbit that almost closes can be well-approximated by a periodic
orbit:
Theorem 2.1 (Basic closing property). There exist constants L ą 1 and s ą 0
such that whenever x P X and n ě 1 satisfy dpTnx, xq ď s, it is possible to find a
point y P X with Tny “ y such that:

@j P t0, 1, . . . , nu, dpT jy, T jxq ď Lλ´pn´jq dpTnx, xq , (4)
where λ ą 1 is as in (3).
Proof. The result follows from [PU, Corollary 4.2.5] and its proof. �

In particular, if K Ď X is a nonempty compact forward-invariant set (in the
sense that T pKq Ď K), then every neighborhood of K contains a periodic orbit
(since K must contain recurrent points). The following theorem relates the period
if this orbit with the size of the neighborhood:
Theorem 2.2 (Bressaud–Quas [BQ]). Let K Ď X be a nonempty compact forward-
invariant set. Then, for every κ ą 0 and every sufficiently small ε ą 0, we can find
a periodic orbit of period p ă p1{εqκ entirely contained in the ε-neighborhood of K.
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A variation of the proof that avoids the use of Markov partitions is presented in
[BG, Appendix A.6]; that proof assumes T is a hyperbolic homeomorphism, but it
can be adapted to expanding maps with very minor modifications.

If O is a periodic orbit, then its half-gap is defined as:

∆pOq :“ min

#

r,
1

2
min
x,yPO
x‰y

dpx, yq

+

, (5)

where r is the constant from (3). It is understood that min∅ “ `8, so:
∆pOq “ r if O consists on a single point. (6)

The following lemma is a cornerstone of the proof. The original formulation [H`,
Proposition 2.1] is stronger.

Lemma 2.3 (Huang, Lian, Ma, Xu, Zhang [H`]). Let K Ď X be a nonempty
compact forward-invariant set. Then for every θ ą 0 and τ ą 0 there exists a
periodic orbit O such that:

ÿ

xPO

rdpx,Kqsθ ď τ r∆pOqsθ . (7)

Proof. The proof will consist on the recursive construction of a chain periodic orbits
O0, …, Om, the last of which will have the desired property (7). We will use the
notations:

Σk :“
ÿ

xPO

rdpx,Kqsθ , ∆k :“ ∆pOkq . (8)

The idea of the construction is as follows. We start applying Theorem 2.2 in order
to find an orbit O0 very close to the set K and whose period p0 is not very large. If
the half-gap ∆0 “ ∆pO0q is not exceedingly small then we are done. Otherwise we
look at a pair of distinct points in the orbit that are as close as possible. This pair of
points divides the orbit O0 in two pieces. We choose the piece with smallest length,
and then close it using Theorem 2.1. So we obtain a new periodic orbit of period
p1 ď p0{2 which is still close to K; furthermore Σ1 is comparable to Σ0. If the new
orbit has a sufficiently large half-gap then we are done. Otherwise we repeat the
procedure. This process necessarily ends quickly: after at most tlog2pp0qu steps we
would get a periodic orbit consisting of a single point, which by definition (6) has
a large half-gap. We proceed with the precise proof.

Fix the set K and the positive numbers θ and τ . Let 0 ă c ă 1{2 be a small
constant, whose precise value will be exhibited lated. Let 0 ă ε ă 1 be another
small number such that:

τ´1{θε1{2 ď min
!

r,
s

2

)

, (9)

where the constants r and s come from property (3) and Theorem 2.1, respectively.
We apply Bressaud–Quas Theorem 2.2 with κ :“ cθ: so, reducing ε if necessary, we
can find a periodic orbit O0 of period

p0 ă ε´cθ (10)
contained in the ε-neighborhood of K. Consider the quantities Σ0 and ∆0 defined
by (8); if they satisfy Σ0 ď τ∆θ

0 then we are done: O0 is the desired periodic orbit.
Therefore we may assume that:

Σ0 ą τ∆θ
0 . (11)
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On the other hand, we also have:

Σ0 ď p0ε
θ (since O0 is ε-close to K) (12)

ă ε´cθ`θ (by (10)) (13)

ď εθ{2 (since c ă 1{2 and ε ă 1). (14)

Let us describe the recursive step. Assume that we are given a periodic orbit
Ok´1 such that:

τ∆θ
k´1 ă Σk´1 ă εθ{2 , (15)

(These conditions hold when k “ 0, by (11) and (14).) In particular, recalling (9),

∆k´1 ă τ´1{θε1{2 ď min
!

r,
s

2

)

. (16)

It follows that the period pk´1 of the orbit Ok´1 is at least 2, since otherwise we
would have ∆k´1 “ r by (6), Let x, x1 be distinct points in Ok´1 with dpx, x1q as
small as possible, that is, dpx, x1q “ 2∆k´1. Interchanging x and x1 if necessary, we
have x1 “ Tnx for some n in the range 1 ď n ď pk´1{2. Note that dpx, x1q “ 2∆k´1

is less than s, by (16). This permits us to apply Theorem 2.1, and therefore find a
point y such that Tny “ y and (4) holds. Let Ok be the orbit of y; its period pk is
at most n, and so

pk ď
pk´1

2
. (17)

We estimate:

Σk ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

dpT jy,Kqθ (18)

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

“

dpT jx,Kq ` dpT jx, T jyq
‰θ (19)

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

2
“

dpT jx,Kqθ ` dpT jx, T jyqθ
‰

(20)

ď 2Σk´1 ` 2
n´1
ÿ

j“0

“

Lλ´pn´jq dpx, x1q
‰θ (21)

ď 2Σk´1 `
4Lθ

1 ´ λ´θ
∆θ

k´1 (22)

ď

ˆ

2 `
4Lθ

1 ´ λ´θ
¨
1

τ

˙

looooooooooomooooooooooon

C

Σk´1 . (23)

By iterating the conditions (17) and (23), we obtain the bounds:

pk ď
p0
2k

and Σk ď CkΣ0 . (24)

Since pk ě 1, the first inequality yields k ď log2pp0q; substituting in the second
inequality we obtain:

Σk ď p
log2pCq

0 Σ0 (25)

ď p
log2pCq`1
0 εθ (by (12)) (26)
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ă εr´cplog2pCq`1q`1sθ (by (10)). (27)

So if the constant c is initially defined as:

c :“
1

2plog2pCq ` 1q
(28)

then estimate (27) becomes Σk ă εθ{2. So the second inequality in the inductive
assumption (15) is satisfied when we pass from Ok´1 to Ok. Of course, if Σk ď τ∆θ

k

then the construction terminates and Ok is the periodic orbit sought for. Otherwise
we keep iterating the procedure. As seen above, this can go on for at most tlog2pp0qu

steps, so we ultimately find the desired period orbit. �

3. Tools from ergodic optimization

We will use the following notation for the Birkhoff sums of a function f : X Ñ R:

f pnq :“
n´1
ÿ

j“0

f ˝ Tn . (29)

The ergodic maximum (1) of a continuous function f has several alternative
characterizations, among which:

βpfq “ sup
xPX

inf
ně1

f pnqpxq

n
, (30)

This formula was obtained in a more general (subadditive) setting by Morris (see
[Mo2, Theorem A.3]); it is also a straightforward consequence of Peres Lemma [Pe].

The following fact will be convenient3:

Lemma 3.1 ([YH, Remark 4.5]). Suppose that f P CθpXq admits a maximizing
measure µ supported on a periodic orbit. Then f P L, i.e., f can be approximated
in θ-Hölder topology by functions with the locking property.

See [BZ1] for a proof (assuming θ “ 1).

The following theorem is a fundamental fact in ergodic optimization, which was
discovered independently by several authors [CG, Sa, CLT]. See e.g. [Je2, § 6] for
more information and a proof.

Theorem 3.2 (Mañé Lemma). For any f P CθpXq, there exists h P CθpXq such
that:

f ` h ˝ T ´ h ď βpfq . (31)

A function of the form h ˝ T ´ h is called a coboundary; it is θ-Hölder if h is
(since T is Lipschitz). Note that adding a coboundary to f does not affect its er-
godic maximum βpfq. So when proving general properties of maximizing measures
of θ-Hölder functions f , Theorem 3.2 allows us to reduce to the situation where
f ď βpfq. In this case, the following proposition provides a simple characterization
of maximizing measures:

3But we could manage without it: see Footnote 4.
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Proposition 3.3. If f ď βpfq then

K :“
 

x P X ; @n ě 0, fpTnxq “ βpfq
(

(32)

is nonempty compact forward-invariant set, and a measure µ P MT is maximizing
for f if and only if its support is contained in K.

Proof. The set K is clearly compact and forward-invariant. If µ is any maximizing
measure then

ş

f dµ “ βpfq, and since we are assuming f ď βpfq we conclude that
f “ βpfq µ-almost everywhere. The support of µ is forward-invariant, and therefore
contained in K. Since maximizing measures always exist, we conclude that K is
nonempty. Furthermore, any invariant measure whose support is contained in K is
obviously maximizing. �

4. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In view of Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to prove that any given f P CθpXq can
be perturbed in θ-Hölder topology to a function g that has a maximizing measure
supported on a periodic orbit.4 So we fix the function f P CθpXq and a small
positive number ε (less than 1, say).

Adding a constant to f if necessary, we may assume that βpfq “ 0. By Theo-
rem 3.2, adding a coboundary to f if necessary, we may also assume that f ď 0. Let
K be the set of points x P X whose entire forward orbits lie in the level set f´1p0q.
We can assume that K contains no periodic orbits, otherwise there is nothing to
prove. By Proposition 3.3, K is a nonempty compact forward-invariant set. Take
a positive τ ! ε (to be defined precisely later). Applying Lemma 2.3 to K, we find
a periodic orbit O of period p and half-gap ∆ :“ ∆pOq such that:

ÿ

xPO

rdpx,Kqsθ ă τ ∆θ . (33)

Define a function g P CθpXq by:

g :“ f ´ ε rdp¨,Oqsθ . (34)

Then }g ´ f}θ “ Opεq, so g is a perturbation of f . We will check that the unique
probability measure µO supported on O is g-maximizing, and this will conclude the
proof of the theorem. That is, we need to prove that βpgq “ γ, where:

γ :“

ż

g dµO “
1

p

ÿ

xPO

gpxq “
1

p

ÿ

xPO

fpxq. (35)

Note that γ ă 0, since K contains no periodic orbits.

The very basic idea of the proof is as follows: The function g has no reason to
be ď γ (in which case the conclusion would be trivial), but since |γ| is small, we
can guarantee that g ă γ outside some small neighborhood V of O. Every orbit
different from O that enters that dangerous region V will be repelled by the periodic
orbit O and therefore will not only leave V but be sent sufficiently far away from V
so that g becomes reasonably negative: indeed, the relatively large gap of O ensures
that the orbit we are following cannot “accidentally” get close to O before it gets
sufficiently away. So the Birkhoff average of the orbit is brought down. It is far

4Alternatively, one can show directly that the perturbation constructed in the following proof
already satisfies the locking property: this is how it is done in [H`].
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from obvious that this strategy actually works, but once the estimates are done
carefully, it will turn out that (33) is exactly the necessary condition.

Let us begin the actual proof. We estimate:

p|γ| “
ÿ

xPO

|fpxq| (since γ ă 0, f ď 0) (36)

ď
ÿ

xPO

}f}θ
“

dpx,Kqsθ (since f “ 0 on K) (37)

ď }f}θ τ ∆
θ . (by (33)) (38)

Let V be the closed ρ-neighborhood of O, where:

ρ :“ ε´1{θ|γ|1{θ (39)

ď pτ{εq
1{θ

∆ . (40)

Then:
g ă γ outside of V ; (41)

indeed:
y R V ñ dpy,Oq ą ρ (42)

ñ gpyq “ fpyq
loomoon

ď0

´εrdpy,Oqsθ ă ´ερθ “ γ (43)

Recall that our aim is to show that βpgq ď γ. By formula (30), it is sufficient to
prove the following statement:

@y P X DN “ Npyq ě 1 such that gpNqpyq ď Nγ . (44)
There are two situations where it is easy to find the time N :

‚ If y P O then we can take Npyq “ p (the period of O), due to the very
definition (35) of γ.

‚ If y R V then we take Npyq “ 1, due to property (41).
Let us consider the remaining case, so fix a point y in V r O, that is, such that

0 ă dpy,Oq ă ρ.
Let z be the point on the periodic orbit O which is closest to y. As seen before

in (40), ρ is less than the half-gap of O, and so the point z is uniquely determined.
By expansivity (3), the separation dpT jy, T jzq between the orbits of y and z

increase until it becomes bigger than r (which is ě ∆, by definition of the half-gap
(5)). Let N be the least positive integer such that:

dpTN´1y, TN´1zq ą ∆ . (45)
Then:

j P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 2u, dpT jy,Oq “ dpT jy, T jzq (by def. of half-gap ∆) (46)
ď λjdpy, zq (by (3)). (47)

We will show that N has the desired property (44), that is, the Birkhoff sum
pγ ´ gqpNqpyq is ě 0.

Let n ě 1 be the time it takes for y to leave the neighborhood V , that is, the
least positive integer such that:

dpTny, Tnzq ą ρ . (48)
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Since ρ ă ∆ (as a consequence of (40) and τ ă ε), we have n ď N ´ 1.
We break the Birkhoff sum we are interested in as follows:

pγ ´ gqpNqpyq “ pγ ´ gqpnqpyq
loooooomoooooon

1

` pγ ´ gqpN´nqpTnyq
looooooooooomooooooooooon

2

. (49)

While the Birkhoff sum 1 may be negative, the other sum 2 (which is nonempty,
since n ă N) consists entirely of nonnegative terms (due to property (41)). Let us
bound the sum 2 by its last term:

2 ě γ ´ gpTN´1yq (50)

“ γ ´ fpTN´1yq
loooomoooon

ď0

`ε
“

dpTN´1y,Oq
‰θ (51)

ą γ ` ε∆θ . (52)
We need to show that 1 cannot be too negative; we estimate it as follows:

1 “ nγ ´ gpnqpyq “ nγ ´ gpnqpzq
loooooomoooooon

3

` gpnqpzq ´ gpnqpyq
looooooooomooooooooon

4

. (53)

By euclidian division, n “ pq`r for appropriate integers q ě 0 and 0 ď r ď p´1.
Since z belongs to the periodic orbit O, which has period p, and the nonpositive
function g has average γ on O, we have:

gpnqpzq “ gppqqpzq ` gprqpT pqzq ď pqγ (54)
and therefore:

3 ě rγ ě pp ´ 1qγ (55)
(since γ ď 0).

Next, we estimate:
ˇ

ˇ 4
ˇ

ˇ ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

ˇ

ˇgpT jzq ´ gpT jyq
ˇ

ˇ (56)

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

«

ˇ

ˇfpT jzq ´ fpT jyq
ˇ

ˇ ` ε
“

dpT jy,Oq
loooomoooon

dpT jy,T jzq

‰θ

ff

(57)

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

`

}f}θ ` ε
˘ “

dpT jy, T jzq
‰θ (58)

ď

n´1
ÿ

j“0

`

}f}θ ` 1
˘

λ´pn´1´jqθ
“

dpTn´1y, Tn´1zq
looooooooomooooooooon

ăρ

‰θ (59)

ď
}f}θ ` 1

1 ´ λ´θ
looomooon

C

ρθ (60)

“ Cε´1|γ| (by (39)) (61)
Collecting the estimates above, we obtain:

pγ ´ gqpNqpyq “ 2 ` 3 ` 4 (62)

ą ε∆θ ´ p|γ| ´ Cε´1|γ| (63)
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ě ε∆θ ´ p1 ` Cε´1qp|γ| (since p ě 1) (64)

ě
“

ε ´ }f}θ p1 ` Cε´1qτ
‰

∆θ (by (38)) . (65)
Now we see explicitly how small τ needs to be (in addition to being less than ε): if

τ ă
ε2

}f}θ pC ` εq
(66)

then the estimates above ensure that pγ ´ gqpNqpyq ą 0. This completes the proof
of property (44) and Theorem 1.1.

Acknowledgements. I thank Yiwei Zhang for kindly explaining to me the main
ideas of the proof.
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